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THE MAN JESUS
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How have you pictured the Lord Jesus today,
Over the journey in life's highway?
"Have you been true; to your task at hand,"
Did you measure your steps thru the pebbled
sand?
How has your neighbor balanced you
Did their scales balance false or register true?
Have the children smiled on the street today,
As they passed by you in life's highway?
Did you smile on the beggar, as he sat in the
street ?
Looking for smiles, for money, or meat?
Did you turn away, as you harshly said,
"You're only a beggar, I'll not give bread?"
How have you pictured Jesus today,
Have you sweetly smiled in a winning way?
Did you lead the children by the hand
As you journeyed on thru the cobbled sand?
What has Jesus to say of you?
Can He say, "Well done," in the work you do?
Can He smile on you as you pass along,
"Thru the noisy street and the jostling throng?"
Jesus is watching and waits to see,
The kind of a soul you aim to be,
And He smiles on you as you journey on,
If you picture Him well, as you walk along.
Ruth Grey.
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EVANGELICA L VISIT 0 R
A BLIND MAN.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Wm! McPherson was born at Inverness,
Scotland, February 5, 1866, and came to
America in 1883. At Rawlings, Wyoming,
in June, 1906, while working in a stone
quarry, a premature blast blew him twenty
feet and destroyed his eyes, blinding him
and taking off both his hands. Being a
devoted Christian man he learned the alphabet for the blind so he could read the
Bible by the use of his lips and tongue.. In
this way he studies the Holy Scriptures
which- he delights in having been a Chris-,
tian for over thirty years. Though at. times
his lips and tongue bleed from contact with
the type. He can walk about, but can do
no work of any kind, being waited on by a
nurse, and is a bright intelligent man.
For eighteen years he has been in darkness, helpless, dependent, having nothing
only what- God's people feel to give him.
February 5, will be the 59th birthday of
this man. He is. very grateful and appreciates all kinds offerings sent him. His
full address is: William McPherson, 1918 E.
71st Terraae, Kansas City, Mo.
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me. (Matt. 25:40.)
'W. R. Smith, Pryor, Okla.

On December 31, a business meeting was
held in Markham District, when a new
Bishop was elected to succeed Bishop Peter
Steckley (deceased) the choice falling on
Alvin Winger. May the saints hold our
Brother up in prayer, that the Lord may
use and bless him in his new responsibilities. . . .

Time does not effect love as
faileth.

SOUTH AFRICA FARM FUND.
Report of Sept. 1, 1924
Balance
<.
$571.33
In His Name, Mechanicsburg, Pa.—.1000.00
Zion.S. S.,.Abilene, Kans
500.00
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa. ..
50.00
Union Grove Cong., Ind
73.50
Manor and Pequa Dist., Pa
118.55
Clara Miller, Flemington, Pa
5.00
Jno. G. Engle, Hope, Kans
50.00
A brother and sister, Mt. Joy, Pa
5.00
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
50.00
Manor and Pequa District, Pa.
22.00
Total
Forwarded

$2,445.38
1,800.00

Balance in Treasury as above acct. 645.38
The cost of farm ($1.00 per acre)....$7,450.00
Approximate cost of buildings
550.00

NOTICE
Some inquiries as to time and place of
General Conference, 1925, have been made.
For information would state, the place will
be the Highland church, near West Milton,
Miami County, Ohio, beginning at 9:00 A.M.
Thursday, June 4.
NOTICE TO EVANGELISTS.
As a matter of convenience in correspondence we would request that all our evangelists prepare a slate of their future appointments with the address at which they
can be reached, and forward same to the
Visitor office for publication.
We are sure this will be an item which
will be appreciated by many.
NOTICE.
The respective districts of Pennsylvania
are requested to submit all articles for
consideration
at
Pennsylvania
State
Council, to the State Council Secretary not
later i h a n March 15, 1925.
J. H. MARTIN, State Secretary,
47 Caroline St.,
Lancaster, Pa.
HOLDING MEETINGS
Word received from Bish. D. R. Eyster,
informs us that he and Eld. P. B. Friesen
are conducting meetings at present in
Arcadia, Florida. May God bless these
efforts is our prayer.

Account will be closed at
Total forwarded to date
Balance in Treasury

Monday, February 2, 1925

$8,000.00
$6,500.00
$ 645.38

Forwarded and cash balance
$7,145.38
Amount sufficient for all payment, purchase of farm and improvement $854.62.
When this amount is received account will
be closed.
S. G. ENGLE, Treasurer,
4014 Spring Garden St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
SPARKS FROM DIFFERENT ANVILS
Since we have two ears and only one
mouth we should speak only half as much
as we hear.

t-t-t

Noise is expensive, it requires two tons
of coal for a locomotive whistle from coast
to coast.

t-t-t

Many of our prayers are one sided, we
speak to God, but we don't give God a
chance to speak to us.

t-t-t

In confession guard against the spirit of
self-righteousness.

. t-t-t
Sin is anything that hurts life.

....; t - t - t
Sin is anything that keeps us from God
and from the other fellow.

""t-t-t""'

Patience thrives and shines with either
use or abuse. , „,^.
...

it

never

t-t-t

Long-suffering does not forgive once, but
seventy times seven.

t-t-t
t-t-t

To wait is often harder than work.
First be sure God has called you, then
be sure Satan don't hurry you up, he will
cause you to fall out with your brethren
who don't see as you* see, and cripple your
call and service.

t-t-t

In these days of hurry, someone
dered, "Who is king Jehu or Jesus.

won-

t-t-t

Love is no time server, it serves noticed
or unnoticed.
S. G. Engle.

COME AWAY.
"My beloved spake, and said unto
me, Rise up my love my fair one and
come away."
What a loving call! What astonishing condescension, that the heavenly Bridegroom should use such
words' to—whom ? Would you not like
to be able to fill up that blank and
,say, "My beloved spake and said unto me." Perhaps you think this is
too much for you. You feel too sinful
and unworthy to be so loved—too defiled to be called "my fair one." If
so, will you turn to a wonderful picture of those upon whom He sets His
love, and what His love does for
them, asking the Holy Spirit to open
your eyes while you read it, that yot.
may behold wondrous things out of
it. I will not quote it here, because I
want you to go to His own Book for
it. See in it how the Lord Jesus goes
down to the very depths, and begins
at the very beginning. Your case is
not deeper than those depths for it
is even when we are dead in sins that
the great love wherewith God loved
us that reaches and raises us. He
says, "Awake thou that sleepest and
rise from the dead and Christ shall
give thee light." You cannot be
worse than dead; and the very sense
of sin and death working in you is
a proof that He has said unto you,
"'Live!" The call to arise and come
away is a proof that He is passing by,
and when Jesus passes by He looks
upon you, though you are not yet
able to see Him, and He says that
Continued on page 11, ,
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Contributions
"Fine flour . . . the baken pieces
of the meal offering shalt thou offer
. . it is wholly burnt." Lev. 6:20-23.
This account of the meal offering,
which is offered by Aaron and his
sons, typifies the life of the offerer
to man, either in daily conduct and
testimony, or through direct service.
The process by which this life is matured for God, and is acceptable to
Him, in order to be helpful to man, is
clearly shown in these verses. First,
it is bruised. "Fine flour" constitutes the first element in this life—
not large kernels of corn which would
mean food for fowls, but the bruised corn which makes the fine meal
fit to nourish man. It becomes fine
flour through grinding. That process: is an experience of continual
pressure. To us this may come
either through misunderstandings,
uncongenial surroundings, unsympathetic friends, or hindrances in
work; and these and other things
are sometimes used by God to grind
down the nature of man, and fit him
into such yielding material that he
may be moulded with the oil of the
Holy Spirit into a form that God
can begin to prepare for His own use,
as an instrument of His grace toward man.
Second, it is baken. Somewhere
outside the place which seems to be
the sacred place; viz, the brazen altar, there is a place where an unseen fire first touches this moulded
life, and before "thou shalt bring it
in" it must be baken. One can more
easily go through the fire when others are looking on* in sympathy,
realizing the great trial and test
through which one is passing; but to
be in some place which no one sees
or appreciates, and there to lie still
in the fire even through the morning
and through the night (ver. 20) that
means much more to the soul that
endures. This is not to be a cake, as
Ephriam, "not turned" (Ho. 7:8)
but it is to be thoroughly baken.
When a cake is baked we usually
term it as "done;" but here the process still seems to continue, and
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there is another thing that must
come into the life before it is wholly
accepted of God and can be used of
Him.
Third, it is broken. "The baken
pieces of the meal offering shalt thou
offer." Even after the fire of a great
test has swept over the soul, it does
not necessarily mean that that soul
is made ready, unless the fire has
brought forth a yielded and a broken
spirit before God. The broken heart
of our Lord upon the cross breaks
the heart of the most hardened sinner, moved upon by the Holy Spirit;
and as the life is poured out of His
broken heart into ours, so the life of
Jesus is made manifest to others
through our broken hearts. Nothing
but the hands of the High Priest
handling our heart and life in the
midst of the strongest fire can break
it again and again, until our life is
in small pieces, so that anyone can
partake of it.
Fourth, it is "wholly burnt" (ver.
22.) Then this life is pleasing to
God, as it touches man as Jesus Himself would touch them. Then only
can there be an impartation of the
spiritual alone, even as the smoke
ascends as. a sweet savour of the life
of God and given to man in His
stead.—Sel.
DEEPER
"When you feel like quitting everything, don't do it; just dig in a little deeper."
These words came to my mind
this morning, and convey a good
spiritual thought. How many today feel like quitting the things of
God and really do it. It is not the
pleasant things of the Christian life
that make us feel like quitting,
but the hard things.
How the devil can magnify things
if we listen to him. We often need
to do like Bunyan did, close our ears
and run. While the devil uses the
past to discourage souls often times,
he uses the future also to stop the
progress of our spiritual life. How
many times he would have us look
in the future and have us quit.
What if this would happen or that
would come to pass, where would we
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be or what would become of us. If
souls would only answer like the
Three Hebrew children. If God sees
fit to deliver all right and if not we
will be true to our God and trust
Him.
What would we do without the
Holy Spirit and the Bible? We are
surely living in a day when we need
to have the Holy Spirit and be acquainted with the Word. People
have their own ideas and are following them. What we need to do is
to learn God's will for us and then
stay by it regardless of what people think or say about us.
To think of the finished work of
our Christ on Calvary, and what it
would have meant to us had Christ
quit when things were against Him,
would seem appalling to us who know
the power of the blood. But He
just pressed on amid all the opposition, untruths, and misunderstandings. Why yes, they even called
Him the prince of devils, just to
think the Blessed Son of God and he
reviled not again. He never thought
about quitting.
Oh, well some will say my people
oppose me, my husband don't seem to
understand me, therefore I may as
well quit. Jesus came to His own
and they received Him not.
Did you ever think what would
have happened in those days, if instead of the Jews being so far from
God and not able to understand the
scriptures, they had been watching
for the Messiah and studying the
scriptures, keeping in touch with
God. What a blessed time there
would have been when He, the Christ
did come. Somewhere away back
they quit serving the true God. Hew
sad.
ji
But on the other hand there were
some that were looking for His coming. Yes, this Christ was promised
away back in the garden of Eden,
when Eve quit obeying the voice of
God and listened to the devil. He
told her if she would eat of that
fruit her eyes would be opened. We
must believe not to the things of
God, but worldly wisdom. It isn't
necessary for them to know so much.
God wanted them humble and submissive instead of so wise. What
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havoc too much worldly wisdom has
brought to the world today.
Jesus said, "when I come again will
I find faith on the earth ?" When Jesus came as a babe there was little
faith. Just so it is today. A minister of the Gospel was asked the other
day, if he did not believe that the
coming of the Lord was near at hand.
He said, "'Oh! He didn't know, for
way back in Paul's time he was looking for His coming and He hasn't
come yet." One of the most inspiring thoughts of Paul's life was the
coming of our Lord.
With what joy he looked forward
and great inspiration he wrote about
it. It is no wonder that when this
same minister was holding a revival,
some of the prominent members of
his congregation met together after
church and danced. We do not need
to be surprised at the things that
are going on today when the ministers, the ones that should be the leaders of the flocks are so unconcerned.
These things only point forward to
the final end. How often we hear people say if I had my life to live over,
I would live a different life. Yet they
go on living the same careless indifferent life. God wants our best
and is not satisfied with us until He
has it and neither can we be satisfied in Him until he has it. But it
means to quit the old life of sin and
ease and begin to live a life with
God.

V I S I T O R

in Christ Jesus. The word quit
never entered his mind, but onward
was his theme until he gave his life
for the one he loved above everything else.
Let us look for a moment to the
marriage vow, when we pledged all
our love and affections to the one we
chose to be our partner all through
life. How far reaching it was and
how it covered every event in our
future lives whether prosperity or
adversity. How lightly those vows
are esteemed today. How many
homes are wrecked because people
are not sincere at heart. They just
feel like quitting when things get
hard and seek divorce and separate.
We look at homes that are so sadly
wrecked and say, '"What a pity,"
and indeed it is, but how much more
sad when we have pledged our love
to the one that left the courts of
heaven and came to earth that we
might be saved to then quit our love
to him and serve the world.
When we came to Him to be saved we gave Him all our love (if we
have truly been saved,) and we truly
meant it. But wait until the tests
and temptations that come across the
Christians pathway come and it is
not long until many quit loving their
Christ and give themselves over to
the devil. Divorce themselves from
Christ their true friend for one untrue, and the end is destruction.
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make it right but there was suffering. Sin will be punished no matter
who it is or where, no one is exempt.
David truly repented of his sin
took it on himself and when David
wanted to offer sacrifice unto God,
Araunah told him he could have the
oxen for burnt sacrifice and the
threshing inisttruments for wood.
David told him, "Nay, but I will
buy them at a price," he did not
want to offer unto God that which
cost him nothing. So he bought the
oxen and wood for fifty shekels of
silver and offered burnt offerings and
peace offerings and the Lord was
pleased. We always fare better when
we take God's way. We may not
always understand. It always costs
us something when we quit obeying
God. If we want pardon for sin we
must repent and pay the price.
David came out all right by not quitting, but digging deeper. If you
want success in the world you will
never find it in the man that quits,
when the tide turns against him.
Many people quit doing God's will
and take their own way. That only
brings sorrow and disappointment.

To those that have temptations to
quit go deeper in God. Quit the
things of this world and work the
works of Him that has called you. Be
a faithful follower and receive the reward that shall be given to those
that are overcomers. My heart is inWhat a blessed experience to have spired to move on in the things of
Let us take a look at the life of when we are attacked by the enemy God and to dig deeper in God than
the Apostle Paul, the one that and instead of quitting, we give our- ever before. A life hid with Christ
claimed to be the least among the selves over to God and let Him take in God is so precious that the farther
Apostles, yet was one of the great- us deeper. Some times it isn't so on I go with Him the more I want of
est. Had Paul looked to himself, pleasant to the flesh, but oh, the
Him. His will is precious to me. A
his achievements and the oppositions, peace and happiness that comes by
life fully yeilded to God, dead to the
the prison walls well might he have giving all. Indeed how contented we
said, "I believe I will quit." He are and we would no more think of world and alive unto God, has the
might have wondered how he could leaving our Christ than we would our spirit of digging deeper in it. It
accomplish anything for the Lord. earthly companion. How safe we are never thinks of quitting.
"Nay, in all things we are more,
But he had his eyes on his Christ, in God. David realized this when he
than
conquerors through Him that
the one who met him on his way to numbered the people contrary to
loved
us. For I am persuaded, that
Damascus and told him, "It is hard
God's will. When God gave him the neither death, nor life, nor angels,
for thee to kick against the pricks."
choice of three things, He said, "I am nor principalities, nor powers, nor
• Many today are taking their own
in a great strait; let us fall now in- things present, nor things to come.
way and not heeding the voice of
to the hand of the Lord; for His mer- Nor height, nor depth, nor any
God are not awakened like Paul was.
cies are great: and let me not fall in- other creature, shall be able to sepBut Paul conferred not with flesh to the hand of man. II Sam. 24:14. arate us from the love of God, which
and blood but moved steadily on to How different things would be today is in Christ our Lord." Rom. 8:37,
the prize of the high calling of God if we all felt like David. God did 38, 39.
Mamie Herr.
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FASTING AND PRAYER
By H. W. Landis
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When we are up against hard problems let us fast. It seems to be the
last resort that man comes to. It is
necessary for us to humiliate ourselves and our bodies also then is God
moved and He makes an effort to
help us. More souls would be saved
and it would help to keep the young
of our church.

Given at Wainfleet Bible Conference, January 8, 1925. Reported by
Nettie Pattison.
Prayer and Fasting, Matthew 9:
14-15: Then came to him the disciples
of John, saying, Why do we and the
I have had a few experiences along
Pharisees fast oft, but thy. disciples this line of fasting and praying. It
fast not?
is a very good thing to set aside a day
And Jesus said unto them, Can the for fasting and praying before counchildren of the bridechamber mourn, cil meeting; it will keep a better spiras long as the bridegroom is with it and the church will not be so apt to
them? But the days will come, when be pulled apart. One day before we
the bridegroom shall be taken from had our council meeting I went into
them, and then shall they fast.
an upper room: in our church and beSome people do not think fasting is gan to pray and ask God to help in benecessary, I think it is very neces- half of the church and I fasted. I
sary. I notice especially in connec- was in earnest. Something had to be
tion with fasting, we have prayer, done or the devil would accomplish a
prayer and fasting. The scriptures great victory. I fasted and prayed,
teach fasting. We may probably and as we gathered together in the
teach fasting first. It has been some- evening the spirit of God met with us.
what on my mind just why it was A sister began to pray and everybody
necessary to fast. I am perfectly prayed. God removed the difficulties.
sure it is necessary for some cause, I This is how difficulties can be removwant to have a foundation for every- ed if we are willing to make a sacrithing the Lord asked me to teach.
fice and suffer. Another experience;
We find in the Old Testament scrip- a young brother had been blooming
tures that most of the men of God for the work of the Lord, he had befasted. Take in the case of Morde- come discouraged and turned his
cai and Esther, when in great distress back on God. A prayer meeting had
their only help was God. They want- been appointed at his home. That day
ed help so much that they were will- we had special prayer and one or
ing to torture their bodies, that they more of us fasted. God gave us a
might touch the heart of God and scripture and we gave an ordinary
their prayers reach the sky. Daniel talk. There was no special manifesfasted for twenty-one days, no prec- tation but pretty soon this young
ious meat ever entered his mouth. man jumped up and said he had backDaniel prayed and fasted. He was slidden, he said he could not stand it
so weak he was on his hands and any longer, he was in soul trouble
knees when they came for him. When that night. He confessed his sin and
you have the determination that you was restored because some of us had
will have it or die it moves the heart fasted and prayed. We find as we
of God.
(read history the men that had power
We, could name many other proph- with God fasted and prayed. Jesus
ets. It is evident by the scriptures fasted forty days and forty nights.
that we should fast,. God honors us When Ninevah was to be overwhen we fast and pray. We must thrown, they fasted and prayed.
come to God with a whole heart and
Somebody says if the Lord will
humility of spirit and when the spirit is humble it shows on the outside. . take our appetites away then we will
It shows that this position humiliates fast but it is no sacrifice if we are
saints before God. It is well to not hungry. Do not think you have
deny our bodies of things that we to be without hunger to fast. It is
might desire. God answers through doing without the necessities of this
prayer and fasting things that body and humbling our bodies that
He would not in any other way. will reach the heart of God. We can-
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not do anything without prayer. I
wish we as a church could catch the
vision. I have been praying that God
will teach me how to pray. It has
been the cry of my heart; Lord teach
me how to pray. Pray with an agonizing spirit for what we see the need
of. An effectual prayer is what moves things for God. Whenever the spirit of prayer comes upon us and we
hold on to God, things are going to
move. If we pay the price to get the
goods we are going to get them. But
we can't just pray at it nor wait until
we feel like it. The devil will keep us
• from praying all he possibly can.
You must stop your ears to everything around you. We have promises
that are given if we pray and ask in
faith believing for the things we
need. Many people say our church
is drifting. If we are paying the price
and going through with God it will
never drift and I do hope and pray
that in some way God will give some,
one the vision to consecrate their life
to prayer. You can't expect the Lord
to do much for you unless you give
yourself over to prayer. We must
give ourselves to prayer and to the
ministry of the Word. When I go
home to Des Moines there will be one
room set aside for prayer. I have
great confidence in prayer. We may
have to fast and pray. Daniel fasted
twenty-one days but without defeat,
God sent him an army to help him
and he defeated the King of Persia.
When you have a hard problem the
devil is always against you but God
will bring all heaven down to take
you through. He will take care of
our financial cares and He will take
care of everything that confronts
you in this world. We must hang on
to God for victory, even if it does
take two or three days. God has no
one else here to pray but You and I.
If we fail to fill our mission the
whole world will be lost and go to
hell. I believe we all have our place
but I hope and pray God will lay it on
some ones heart to give their life to
prayer and we will see the church
prosper as never before. I feel it
from the bottom of my heart.
A certain preacher had great success in his ministry. Some one asked him what the secret of. his success
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was, he opened the door just behind the pulpit and there in that
room were three sisters on their
knees praying. That was the secret
of his success. Some one was praying for him. You pray for your
preacher.
Finney was a great man of God.
He was holding a certain meeting
and with great success, but all at
once the meeting was tied up; no
one was at the altar and Finney
could not understand what was the
matter so they were going to get
down and pray, when some one
jumped up and wanted to make a
confession before prayer; he said he
had been praying for the meetings
every Saturday night till 12 o'clock
but because other duties had come in
and he had neglected prayer the
work was hindered. This was the
turning point, the meeting opened
up and was a great success. Some
one had been called to the office of
prayer. If you pray you can do
more than the evangelist can. You
must keep humble before God. That
is the way you get the victory. Pray
through if it takes two or three
days. Another experience, a woman
had the witness that two hundred
were going to be saved. The first
week nothing happened, but this
woman determined that she would
have the victory in spite of everything. The devil told her to put it
off but say, she kept on praying and
at the end of five weeks meetings,
two hundred and fifty souls were
saved.
It takes a determination in our
lives that we are going, to win for
God and God will answer our prayers.
OUR LORD'S RETURN.
By E. C. Bossert.
Our Lord's return, we hear so
much about it. How many of us are
really expecting our Lord ? How many
really think He is coming? Bless the
Lord! I really think He is coming.
He is coming. We can get to , the
place where we know He is coming.
How do other people know we know
He is coming? If we are looking
for Jesus to come we will have our
lamps trimmed and burning. There
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is no use of me telling you the Lord
is coming and then live like the
world lives. You and I traveling
through this world have the place
of the Bride. When you were the
bride you were watching for the
bridegroom to come, you were probably sitting at the window watching
for His coming; you did not leave
your clothes until he came. You
had your wedding garments on and
looking for Him. So many of us are
not looking for Him. Let's be waiting!
I believe it is the greatest inspiration
we can get. *It is the hope of the
church. It is brought down to us as
a blessed hope; the hope of the
church and if we believe it as much
as we say we do let us get on the
wedding garments and then lets see
how many more we can help to get
ready for His coming. I believe we do
not have much longer time.
In regard to His coming, is the
certainty of His coming. A whole
lot of us would like to have a lot of
proof. Brethren, I do not need it. I
believe God puts it in the heart of
everyone of us who is right with God
that they know He is coming. The
second coming of Jesus is mentioned 318 times in the New Testament.
Brethren it means much to the
Church. Jesus tells us He is coming
again. The Old Testament prophets
saw His coming. God was interested
in getting the hearts of the disciples
interested in the fact that He was
coming again.
Jesus said if you believe in God,
believe also in me, if it were not sa I
would have told you I go to prepare
a place for you, if I go to prepare a
place for you I will also come again.
Do we believe, it? Lots of people believe the Lord comes when they get
saved, others say that when God
sends a special invitation of His
spirit that God came. No He didn't.
I will not be satisfied until I see Him.
I believe He is coming again. I believe that same Jesus is coming. I
believe He is coming on Mt. Olivet.
I will read a passage of scripture,
Acts 1:10-12.
And while they looked steadfastly
toward Heaven as he went up behold
two men stood by them in white
apparel;
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Which also said Ye men of Galilee,
why stand ye gazing up into heaven?
this same Jesus which is taken up
from you into heaven, shall so come
in like manner as ye have seen him
go into heaven.
Then returned they unto Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet,
which is from Jerusalem a sabbath
days journey.
Are you going to be satisfied with
anything else? How is He coming?
As you saw Him going up, that is
the way He is coming back and if we
are watching we will see Him. I expect Him back again. This same Jesus ; say there is something dear
about that, think of the wonderful
love Jesus had for His disciples when
He was among them, then just think
He is coming again. He is coming
back again just as He went up. Let
us read more as to the certainty of
the way He is coming. I Thess. 4:16.
For the Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout with
the voice of the archangel, and with
the trump of God; and the dead in
Christ shall rise first:
Some would like to make out that
He came when Mrs. Eddy died. No
sir! If we could only get the Church
to believe that the Lord is coming
I believe some of us will do some
groaning some of these days.
I believe Jesus is coming the second time. He is coming in person
and He is coming, but in regard to
His coming, turn to I Timothy 6:14.
That thou keep this commandment
without spot, unrebukeable until the
appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ.
I believe the second coming of Jesus will be in two phases I give thee
charge in the sight of God, who witnesseth all things that thou keep the
commandment until the appearing
of Jesus and in I Peter 1:7: That
the trial of your faith being much
more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire,
might be found unto praise and
honour and glory at the appearing
of Jesus Christ.
We believe that He appears for the
saints first and then He comes with
the saints. We used to believe that
Jesus just came and that was the
end of everything. We have one
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scripture which says, one shall be
taken and the one left; two shall be
in the field, one shall be taken and
the other left. Some of these days
we shall be gone. We will miss some
of our friends, and say, they will be
gone to be with Jesus. Take Enoch
for instance, all ait once he, was
gone. Brother, sister, who are
out of victory what would you do if
these who have been praying for
you would be taken away; they will
be gone some day.
Let us think about the precious
fathers and mothers who have died in
the Lord, we see in the city so many
people taking flowers to the cemeteries for to put on the graves of
their friends.
Brother, sister, I
could not think of them as being in
the cemeteries. We which are alive
unto the coming of the Lord shall not
prevent them which are asleep for
the Lord Himself shall descend from
heaven and the dead in Christ shall
rise first. We who remain on the
earth shall be gathered together with
Him in the air. He will come for us
with those who have gone before.
Think of the blessings that are ours.
Transporting our souls to glory. I
believe gravitation is going to be
changed. They say that when you
get high enough up there is no more
gravitation. I expect to get there
some time. There is something that
pulls the child of God up. God qualified Lazarus when He said Lazarus come up, if he would have just
said come up, every man would have
come. As lightning that cometh out
of the west and shineth unto the
east. He is coming, we do not need
to have a revelation. He is coming in
the twinkling of an eye. The saints
are going up in the air, with Jesus
Christ when He appears: in glory. We
read about the judgment seat of
Christ where we shall receive our rewards, when the crowns are handed
out it will be glorious. Some how
He will take us up in the millenial of
1000 years, holy and to ever be with
the Lord. Isn't that wonderful? It
looks too good to be true. May God
help us to be ready. Regarding His
coming, Matthew 25:31.
When the Son of Man shall come in
His glory, and all the Holy angels
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with Him then shall he sit upon the
throne of His glory.
There is something before us.' We
have a right to shout glory in our
souls while we stay here. Wonderful glory He is going to reveal when
the Son of Man shall come in His
glory and all the Holy angels with
Him. When He sits on the throne of
His glory—such a wonderful time we
expect to have with Him up in the
air. I believe while the world is having her trouble, we will be in the air
with our Lord. We will be in glory
with our Lord. The bride of Christ
will be right with the Lord.
Just as He went up that is the way
we are going up. The Lord my God
shall come and all the saints with
Him. We are living in the time when
the doctrine of the second coming is
common. We have people who are
setting dates for the Lord to come,
but we are told that the day and
date knows no man. When a man
sets dates he disqualifies himself.
It is not in our place to set dates, but
I believe we are living in a time when
it is very near. We have signs that
point that way. Was there ever a
time of eating and drinking like today. So many of the church people
today have eating and drinking right
in their meetings. Iniquity shall
abound worse and worse in the latter
days.
One of the surest signs is the Olive
tree. Jesus expected to find Olives
on the tree. He cursed it. It is a
type of the' Jew. The Jew is returning back to Palestine. The country
has become productive again. The
Jew is going back to Palestine. They
are building the country up again. In
1921 Jerusalem had a population of
15,000 people. Brethren does -it look
near? Is He coming again? The
thing for us is to be ready. Let us
purify ourselves as He is pure.
Some hold up a hope for another
chance, I have poor hopes of another
chance. Remember the parable of
the ten virgins, the five foolish were
left out; I have poor hopes for a second chance.
Given at Wainfleet Bible Conference, January 8, 1925. Reported by
Nettie Pattison.
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ESSENTIALS TO GOOD PREACHING.
II Timothy 4:2-3
John Martin
Local conditions may change
views on this subject. I like
thought of bringing the Gospel
fore the people and to preach
Word.

our
the
bethe

The first essential we need is a passion for souls. Unless the minister
has a real passion for souls the unsaved are not likely to be won-for
Christ. It is the minister's business
to bring the Word of God to the unsaved. When Paul came before Felix with the Word of God and reasoned with him of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come, Felix
trembled. "The Word of God is
quick and powerful and sharper
than any two-edged sword." It will
break the heart of the sinner and
melt it. Timothy says, "Preach the
Word." This is the real duty of the
minister. He should sow the seed
that it may find lodgement in hearts.
Reprove, rebuke, bring the sinner to
repentance. Not only is a passion
for the unsaved essential but also to
put those who have been led out in
the service of God in remembrance.
In Jude we read "I will therefore put
you in remembrance, though ye once
knew this, how that the Lord, having saved the people out of the land
of Egypt, afterward destroyed them
that believed not." The congregation should be nourished up in the
knowledge of Christ. The minister is
nourished when he is helping others.
He should preach the Word by faith
and doctrine and not be lord over
God's heritage.
Another important essential is
that the minister know something of
a genuine conversion, If the minister does not give real soul food the
congregation will not grow in the
things of God. In many churches
today the congregation receives no
soul food at all. Sin in the heart
hinders God's work in many churches. Unless the minister has a real
knowledge of salvation and a passion for souls he is going to amount
Continued on page 11.
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often driving long distances with horse and
buggy to fill appointments, and preaching,
when it seemed as though the physical
could not endure.
MUSSER-HAMMAKER
He was confined to his bed for eleven
months during which time he was never
On January 27, 1925, at the home of the without pains and yet never complaining,
officiating minister, Eld. S. C. Eshelman, was able to praise God. He was conscious
there occurred the marriage of Bro. Harvey- to the end, his last testimony a few hours
Benjamin, son of Bro. and Sr. Joseph L. before he passed away was "The grace of
Musser of Chambersburg, Pa., R. D. 2 to God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ is
Sr. Sarah Rose Anna, daughter of Bro. sufficient. Praise God for victory in my
and Sr. John R. Hammaker of Mechanics- soul." His last prayer was "Stay Thou
burg, Pa.
near by, Lord Jesus, and hold my hand
while I cross^ the bar." He joined his companion in singing a part of the song entitled "Home of the Soul."

MARRIAGES

OBITUARIES

KREIDER—William H. Kreider, son of
John and Jane Kreider was born August
26, 1853, at Conestoga Centre, Lancaster
County, Pa., and died in his home in Shannon, 111., January 22, 1925, aged 71 years,
4 months and 26 days.
He came to Illinois with his parents in
1873, was united in marriage with Delila
A. Shirk, November 27, 1879.
• He was converted in 1876 uniting with
the Brethren in Christ t h e same year,
he was ordained to the ministry in 1892.
He suffered excruciating pain for nearly forty years, with a severe form of nerve
trouble, "Tic dou lou reux," and during all
that time he was faithful to his calling,
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Mrs. H. L. Smith, Brethren in Christ Mission Rest
Home, Gloven, Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
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Eld. A. C. Winger,, Tulare, Cal.
Mary E. Heisey, R. R. 1, Union, Ohio.
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ter, Mrs. John Lininger, aged 73 years and
10 days. She had been in ill health for
some time. She was a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church for a number of
years. She is survived by two children:
Mrs. Daniel Fortney of Siddonsburg, Pa.,
and John of Shermantown, Pa.; one
brother Geo. Booser of Camp Hill, Pa., also two sisters, Mrs. John Engle of Hummelstown, Pa., and Mrs. John Lininger of
Mechanicsburg, Pa., a t whose home she
died.
Funeral services were held January
24, a t the home of her sister, conducted by
Bish. J. B. Niesley assisted by Rev.
Kauffman (Methodist). Text: Psa. 116,
first clause of 7th verse being her own
choice. Interment in Enola cemetery.

He is survived by his wife, three sons,
f-f-t
three daughters, twelve grandchildren,
two brothers and one sister.
MEYER—Bro. Samuel W Meyer, died
Funeral services were held in the January 13, 1925, a t the Messiah Home,
Church of the Brethren, January 25, con- Harrisburg, Pa.; aged 81 years, 11 months
ducted by Bishop Henry Trump of Polo, and 14 days. The deceased arose, apIllinois, assisted by Rev. William McCulloh parently in usual health, on Sunday morn'of Union Grove, 111., Rev. Carl Carlson of ing, but in a brief time became helpless and
the Chicago Mission and Rev. Chas. Delp soon unconscious, in which condition he
of Lanark.
remained until he expired. Bro. Meyer was
A large concourse of friends attended the a faithful member of the church for many
funeral from the surrounding towns show- years. He was married three times, being their respect to the departed brother. ing married the last time eight months ago.
Text: Rev. 14:13.
This wife, now widow, survives as also two
married daughters and two grandchildren.
Funeral services were held a t the MesBRENNEMAN—Sr. Fannie Brenneman,
widow of the late Abram Brenneman, died siah Home Chapel on January 16 in the afJanuary 22, 1925, at the home of her sis- ternoon and at Air Hill M. H. on the 17th,

t-t-t
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in the forenoon. Interment in the Air Hll
cemetery. Services were conducted by Elds.
H. K. Kreider, Geo. Detwiler and Henry
Wenger.

t-t-t
CASKEY—John B. Caskey was born in
Lancaster county, Pa., on June 21, 1849 and
departed this life on January 3, 1925, aged
75 years, 6 months and 12 days.
In 1872 he came to Ashland county, 0.
In 1875 he was married to Harriet Sheaffer, who preceded him in death July 17,
1892. To this union were born four children, Edward S., who departed April 25,
1915; Curtis S. who also passed to the
great beyond August 7, 1890; Mrs. A. G.
Gish and Mrs. J. M. Gish, both of Enterprise. There are eleven grandchildren and
two great grandchildren. As a young man
he was converted and united with the
Brethren in Christ church, of which he was
a devoted member. His confidence in his
Saviour was unshaken to the end and for
some time he felt his Master's call. On
March 8, 1898 he was again united in marriage to Susan Lenhert of Abilene, Kans.,
who with the daughters and their families
remain to mourn the 'loss of a loving and
devoted husband and father.
Funeral services were held at Newbern
church conducted by Bishop J. N. Engle
and Elder George Whisler. Interment was
made in the Belle Springs cemetery.

REPORTS
IRON SPRINGS REVIVAL.
The series of revival meetings which
were held at this place closed January 4,
1925. The writer never witnessed deeper
conviction or more whole-hearted interest
among the people. We believe many
souls were made conscious of their spiritual need. Eight souls asked for definite
prayer. Some of these mean to press forward in the Lord's service. Bro. Charles
F. Eshelman was in charge of the services.
Groups of students and friends from Grantham came over and assisted in the services in holding forth the word in song and
testimony.
As we visited the different homes our
hearts were touched. The blood of Christ
is the only remedy that can change the
lives of this people. The task before us
is great but it is the work of a great God,
therefore we dare go forward boldly asking large things from Him for Iron
Springs. We kindly ask all to remember
this work in your prayers. Prayer, more
prayer, most prayer is needed.
Iola Dixon, Iron Springs, Pa.
REPORT OF MARKHAM DISTRICT
GORMLEY, ONT.
A series of revival meetings were held
in this district beginning December 17, and
continuing till January 11. Bish. Wilber
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Snider brought forth the messages from
God's Word, not shunning to declare the
whole counsel of God. God graciously met
with us especially in the day meetings.
Open confessions were made and a number
found their way to the altar of prayer.
Backsliders were reclaimed. A number were
saved also others sought for the blessed
experience of sanctification and we believe
God was faithful to every honest soul.
These meetings were inspiring to the
saints at this place. A Bible Conference
was held from December 17 to 19, which
was also a blessing to the church. Many
were helped and gloriously revived during
these services to God be all the glory for
He is worthy.
L. W. Steckley, Cor.
NOTTAWA, ONTARIO
A series of meetings was started in the
sixth-line meeting house, December 21, conducted by Jesse Winger, Ridgeway. The
weather was very cold and stormy the
most of the time. One soul manifested a
desire to be saved. Meetings closed January 11.
Cor.
WAINFLEET, ONTARIO
Evangelistic services were held at Wainfleet, Ontario, during the month of December. Eld. H. W. Landis of Des Moines,
Iowa, was the evangelist in charge.
I
During the four weeks Bro. Landis laboured with us, the old fashioned plan of
redemption, and deliverance from the carnal nature was simply and powerfully
taught. A few children accepted Christ for
the first time and many others renewed
their covenant with God, and made a deeper consecration.
The meetings were a general uplift and
inspiration to the church. May God abundantly bless our brother for his labor among
us and may we as a church press the work
of God forward with the renewed vigour
and strength which we have received.
Bible Conference was held January 6, 7,
and 8. Bro. H. Schneider of Michigan arid
Bro. Landis as well as other ministering
brethren from our own districts were with
us. The conference was very spiritual, and
a blessing to God's children.
Cor.
WELLAND, ONTARIO
"Oh sing unto the Lord a new song for
He hath done marvelous things: His right
hand and his holy arm hath gotten him the
victory" Psa. 98:1.
Truly the Lord has been doing marvelous
things for our little mission. Hungry
hearts have been finding their way to the
chapel where the truth is preached with
power and have received peace and joy
which they never knew before. Bro. H. W.
Landis, Des Moines, la., spent three weeks
with us in a special revival effort. Thirtyfour seekers received help: their smiling
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faces and bright testimonies bear witness
to the real work done.
When out visiting one day our sisters
called at a very poor little house. Inside
they found an old man sitting by the stove,
several children poorly dressed, and a
mother who was almost deaf, trying to get
a bit of supper. After talking a little and
inviting them out to service they had
prayer. That night that man came out to
service and was saved. His little boy also
gives a bright testimony of being saved
and kept.
Another boy has been saved from a
wretched home where all live in one small
room. But in spite of .his environment he
is found telling others the "good news"
and bringing new faces to Sunday School
and Church.
After the meetings closed a young man
from) Pt. Colborne called at the door one
noon. His heart was hungry for the
peace he once knew, but had lost. After a
long talk and prayer he arose from his
knees confident that he again belonged to
the Lord.
This is but a glimpse into the work that
is being done. Our best medium of reaching hearts is visiting homes and getting
into personal contact with the people, but
this is somewhat hindered by the lack of
conveniences in the mission home. For instance we need an electric washer very
badly. We are sure the Lord would bless
you abundantly if you would send a few
dollars, at least, to help supply this need.
Donations during Oct., Nov., and Dec, '24.
Bro. J. H. Heise
Bro. George Heise
Bro. Elmer Nicks
.'.
Sr. Mildred Gilmore
Bro. Andrew Sider
Home Mission Board
Bertie S. S
Bro. Walter Henderson
Hall Offering
Sr. Morgan .
Vaugh S. S
Bro. Putman
;
Bro. H. Young
Hall Offering
Markham S. S
Bro. Isaac Nigh
Bro. Albert Reigle
Bro. H. Young
Hall offering
Bro. Andrew Sider
Bro. C. W. Gish
Bro. Wray Vanderburg
Bro. Addie Beamer
Bro.. Emerson Horton
Bro. Wm. Lydon
Bro. H. Young
Hall Offering
Sr. Etta Putman
Sr. Ethel Milne
Sr. Morgan
Bro. Shepard
Sr. Gladys Shantz
Sr. Elsie Lapp
Sr. Morgan

$ 2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
45.00
35.00
1.00
70
1.00
35.71
2.00
1.00
70
23.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
61
2.00
2.50
5.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
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Sr. Bessie Milne
Bro. Vernon Pye
Nottawa District
Sr. Joseph Marr
Bro. H. W. Landis
Bro. Sheppard
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1.50
1.00
20.00
1.00
9.30
- . - . 2.00

:...

$226.58
Expenditures
Miscellaneous
'.
$42.02
Groceries
l
61.91
Gas, phone, water, electric, carfare.. 21.46
Coal
•.
46.30
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Poor ?

2.25

Total
$22.0.15
Balance on hand Nov. 1
$136.88
Balance on hand Jan. 1
$144.59
Yours in the Master's service,
Rhoda F. Wingert.

Total

Total
Deficiency

»:
:.

$172.69
37.46

Total expenditures
$210.15
Thanking every one who so liberally contributed to the Lord's work in this place
and praying God to give you a share in the
victories won, we are,
Yours for lost souls,
L. B. and Anna Schell, '
Ella Cober, Cora Saylor.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION REPORT.
Greeting in Jesus name to all the saints:
We greet you with Psa. 126:3. "The
Lord has done great things for us whereof
we are glad." Our God is great and does
wonderful things for the Blood-washed
ones.
We praise God for His saving, keeping
sanctifying, and healing
power.
Our
hearts overflow with joy as. we are nearing the coming of Jesus. Thank God, what
a joyful time it will be for the people of
God.
We can clearly see the hand of God
leading on in the work at this place. Soms
have been to the altar asking the Lord to
break the fetters of sin which have bound
them, and we rejoice that a few have returned to give God the glory. The Lord is
blessing and we are praying and trusting
for others.
We see conviction upon souls in the
services, hospitals and homes which we are
privileged to get into. Hospital work is
very encouraging, our souls are greatly
blest as we give the Word of Life to those
who are sick, soul and body.
We thank all who have helped both by
their prayers and in a temporal way. Continue to pray for us.
Receipts
Hall offerings
$180.14
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
10.00
£*r. Leah Sollenberger
5.00
Bro. Ignacious Ales, San Deigo, Cal. 20.00
Valley Chapel S. S., Ohio
12.72
Total
Expenditures
Table supplies
House Incidentals and fuel
House and Hall rents
Hall Expenses and Gas

$227.86
$ 40.30
14.71
140.00
- . .22.89

DALLAS CENTER, IOWA.
Our revival meeting began at Dallas Center, Iowa, November 30, conducted by Eld.
Jacob Ginder of Manheim, Pa., who came
filled with the Holy Spirit and brought the
Word to us with no uncertain sound, but
out of sincerity. The people listened to the
sound of the glorious gospel, but no one
responded, as much as to say, we are good
enough. This is a sad condition, as the
need of salvation is great. May the dear
Lord bless Bro. Ginder for his labors. The
meeting closed December 18.
Cor.
MOORE TOWNSHIP CENTER MISSION
Dear brethren and sisters in Christ:
Greeting you in the precious name of Jesus. We are thankful for having the
privilege of enjoying another revival
here at Moore Town. The results were
not as great as we would like to have seen
but the Lord, has said in His Word, that
one soul was' worth more than the whole
world. There were no new converts, but
we are thankful for the three renewals,.
We truly did appreciate Brother Ernest
J. Swalm's presence with us; and by the
Lord working through him, he gave us
many an uplift in our souls. We also had
a fair congregation and very good order
and attention.
Our Spiritual work at this place has
been good for some time, considering the
weather and health.
We were thankful to have Bro. Hostetter with us January^22 and 23, and for
his good as he gave us a very finei talk
about the foreign country and also about
our own. We were glad to say with Bro.
Hostetter after his talk he gave us thru
power of Jesus, "Sweet Land of Liberty."
We ought to be so thankful for a land of
freedom. We ask an interest in your
prayers at this place.
Yours through Christ,
Blanche Thomas, Cor.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES.
Greetings in Jesus' name:
I have great reasons to praise my God,
Who has done so much for me, He called
me out of a life of sin, redeemed my soul,
and set me free, put a new song in my
mouth even praises unto my God. Psa. 19:
14 says, "Let the words of my mouth, and
the meditation of my heart, be acceptable
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in thy sight O Lord. This scripture has
been on my mind, and has been a great
help to me. Since human minds are apt to
ponder on the things that are seen, and
heard, it has often caused, me to breathe a
prayer that God may -direct the meditation of my heart, so that my mouth may
not speak any perverse thing. Since as a
"man thinketh so is he." It is needful
for us to watch and pray and think on
the things that are pure and lovely and
good. When we think how vile men are,
we are made to exclaim with Psa. 8:4:
"What is man that thou art mindful of
him and the Son of man, that thou visitest
Him." I often feel my own unworthiness
and wonder what the Lord saw in me, that
He called after me, but I realize He saw
in me a living soul on the downward road.
I do praise God to know He is able to finish the Good work He has begun in my
soul. He is. my Saviour, cleansing and
keeping power, and through Him I have
victory. Oh, I do thank God for a house of
refuge. In the sermon on the Mount, as
soon as Christ opened His mouth He
spoke of the poor, yes the poor in spirit.
Oh, I thank God for a mercy seat where
Jesus answers prayer. One night this
winter, while in a wakeful hour, I was
meditating on that beautiful hymn, "Jesus
Lover of My Soul," and as I came to the
second stanza, "Other refuge have I none,
Hangs my helpless soul on thee." Praises
and thankfulness came into my heart, for
the place of refuge, a mercy seat where
Jesus answers prayer. I was just simple
enough to wonder what the mercy seat was
like, and to me it appealed like a large
wagon wheel lying flat on the ground,
and you know in that position the spokes
point in every direction of the earth, and
that would mean for all people to come to
the throne of grace to receive help in
time of need. The hub seemed to be the
throne, a royal seat, and outside the tire
stood a man, as it were the captain of
the Lord of hosts, with a sword to keep
the enemy from pursuing further, thank
God till victory has come. As I thought
on this scene I found myself kneeling between two spokes with my face downward apparently alone. But as I raised
myself up, so many were around the mercy
seat, many old people and praise God some
of our little praying class were there,
some that are poor in spirit, and some! for
heart purity, and others who are persecuted for righteousness sake.
I thank God for our revival meetings this
winter; each message was a real lookingglass to me. I can say so far as I can
see myself, I passed into the new year with
a pure heart and clean hands, not thru any
merits of my own, but only by yielding
to the whole will of God. Oh, that I may
not forget all the benefits I receive. I
thank God He said He would "guide me
with His counsel and afterwards receive
me up to glory."
Francis Heisey.
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REPORT OF BIBLE CONFERENCE
AND REVIVAL MEETINGS.
("The Wisdom of the Wise Men,")
Such was the substance of the first
revival services held at Bethel
church, Detroit, Kansas, conducted
by Elder S. G. Engle.
Bible Conference opened December
30, J. N. Engle, the first speaker, admonished the hearers to open mindedness in all lines, and at all times.
Our best friends are those who tell
us our errors.
"The Sabbath," G. E. Whisler—
God's laws were made for our good,
and His glory. One-seventh of our
time belongs to God.
"The Blood Covenant," Homer
Engle—Blood covenants were made
in all ages. He gave many illustrations of Blood Covenants, that were
made by people of oriental times,
drawing us to the great Covenant—
"Calvary's Cross." He emphasized
that Life and Power were in the
Blood, and that the heart of man
yearns for God.
"Ministry of Prevailing Prayer,"
Wm. Page—There are four ways of
praying, to the people, at the people,
for the people, and with the people.
"What I Owe My Church," Ray
Witter—We owe our church our faithful service and consistent keeping of
its Constitution.
"The Future Outlook of Our
Church." S. G. Engle—The future of
our church will depend upon the success of our church schools.
"What is the Theme of Luke 15?"
M. H. Crawford.—This chapter contains three parables. The Lost Sheep
illustrating service, costing the life
cf the shepherd; The Lost Coin—We
are saved, but not used in the
Church; The Prodigal Son—It is
better to save our boys before they
wander away.
"Supernatural Elements in the
Bible," S. G. Engle.—Our Bible was
3,000 years in construction and written by forty authors, from all classes of people and from all occupations.
The greatest appeal is prophecy. Our
book has a style above others in languages, arrangement, and minuteness of details.
"The Tithe," G. E. Whisler—There
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is a blessing in giving the tenth. If
every christian observed it the missionaries would not suffer.
Parent's Hour
"What is a Christian Parent," M.
G. Engle—One who has a vision of
his responsibility.
"Punishment in the Home," J. N.
Engle—Appeal to the reason of the
child.
"Family Prayers in the *Home,"
Mrs. Anderson Minter—Use the family altar as a means of converting
and establishing our children.
"Children's Hour," Mrs. Samuel
Grove, used garden and weed seeds
to illustrate good and bad deeds.
"Playing with our Children," I. J.
Zercher—Make friends with the children by playing with them.
"Our Sundays with our Children,"
A. H. Wingert—Teach them to keep
the day .sacred.
"Misinterpreted Scripture," Wm.
Page—Take the Word in preference
to our experiences.
"Sin and Sins," Ray Witter—Illustrated by chemicals the effect the
blood has on sin.
"Lest We Forget," I. G. Engle—
This part of the service consisted of
open discussion. Many said, "This
was the best Conference I ever attended."
Revival services continued until
January 18. Bro. Engle gave us deep
heart searching, forceful messages in
the power of the Holy Spirit. Quite
a number received definite help. A
very touching service was held the
last Sunday morning. A brother and
sister were taken back into the
church.
Seemingly no stones were left covered that should have been uncovered. May the Lord water the seed that
has been sown.
—Cor.
ESSENTIALS TO GOOD PREACHING
Continued from page 7.
to very little in the work of God.
Matt. 1:21, we read that Jesus was
so called because he would save his
people from their sins. Why is it
that when a minister enters the pulpit he is not himself. Good speaking is natural and easy. It comes
from the heart and goes to the heart.
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Why is it that people fall asleep when
the minister is preaching? Because
he gives the Word as fiction and not
as real truth. He does not have the
fire of love burning in his soul. Christ
gave it as authority.
Directness and pointedness are also important essentials in preaching.
We should point men and women to
the Lamb of God. Unless we do this
we are failing to reach men. A sermon may be ever so well arranged
and everything put in order,, but unless it is given in the right way it
will not be effective. We need not
preach at individuals in the congregation, but preach the Word regardless of who is in the congregation.
Drive truth home. We need to read
lots of scripture. Give a few scriptures and illustrations to bring out
the point and to drive the truth
home. We need to be clear in our
thoughts so that people can understand what we mean. Use things in
illustrations that we are acquainted
with. Christ just used natural illustrations.
In the fourth chapter of I Timothy,
verse 12, we are exhorted to be an
example of the believers in word, in
conversation, in charity, in spirit, in
faith, in purity. A clean life and a
pure heart is necessary on the part of
the one who ministers the Word of
God.
Fervent prayer in the preparation
of the sermon is very essential. Unless a man gets down before God he
will not get the message for the people. We should study and meditate
on the Word and God will give the
message.
COME AWAY
Continued from page 2.
when He does this, it is the "time of
love." And oh, what this implies!
What will He not do, when the bright,
warm, powerful rays of the love
which passeth knowledge are focused upon you and He says even to
you, "My love!" giving you the glorious right to respond, "My Beloved!"
Read on, and see what He will do
then! Then the thoroughly washing
and the anointing which prepares you
for the delight of the King when He
Continued on page 16.
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A Lecture Delivered at the Convention of
Orthodox Colleges Held at Moody
Bible Institute Recently.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS CONVENTION
Eldon Grant Burritt, A. M.
President Greenville College
It is assuredly most fitting that a convention in the interest of Christian orthodoxy should
meet in the precincts of this Bible Institute, an
institution which for these years has stood as a
notable stronghold of positive Christian faith
and aggressive evangelism. We think of the
great man whose name this Institute bears, how
he came into contact with the transforming
power of an orthodox God, how he went forth
with a simple but sublime message drawn from
an orthodox Bible, and how his recital of the
Gospel story resulted in the salvation of men
and women in great numbers, here and there
and across the sea, from orthodox sin and hell
and caused them to find pardon and peace and
the power of an endless life, and our faith in
the Old Theology grows fresh and strong, and
we gather new inspiration to contend earnestly for the old and vital faith which was divinely
delivered once for all.
We are well agreed, I think, that a situation
exists in our educational world which abundantly justifies our coming together on this occasion.
We visage a situation which gives evidence of a
radical disorder in the religious philosophy of the
day. It testifies to something more than a mild
derangement. It affects the vital parts of our
educational system, "The whole head is sick;
the whole heart is faint." The situation as we
see it, is so serious that unless there be raised
anew the standard of the authority of the scriptures and a belief in the supernatural, all our
colleges will be overwhelmed by the forces of
liberalism and infidelity.
We are not alarmists but we are alarmed. We
have seen this rising tide of skepticism, which,
under the mask of advanced scholarship, newer
conceptions of God and Christ, a larger freedom
of thought and action, and an up-to-date religion of democracy, is most seriously threatening
our colleges and theological seminaries. We believe that under the cloak of these high sounding words and phrases lurks an enemy as insidious as has ever attacked the foundations of
truth. We believe there is already abundant
evidence that these newer scientific and theological conceptions are disastrous to the moral
and spiritual life of the young people in those
institutions in which they are accepted and
taught. The teachings of the colleges work out
in the social, political and religious life of the
people. The issue is not merely an academic
one. If the foundations are destroyed what can
the righteous do? We cannot, therefore, be loyal
to ourselves as defenders of the truth, to society, and to the church of which we as colleges
are the children and grateful servants, if by any
attitude of silence or seeming indifference we appeared to approve of or acquiesce in what we
believe to be the dangerous teachings of the
times.
Accordingly we are here to meet in council;
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We should, at the outset, make clear to ourselves what we understand in this connection to
be the truth. We should come to an agreement
as to the content or definition of the word, orthodoxy. Now I assume, and I do so with a good
deal of confidence that I am in substantial agreement with those who are assembled here tonight, that our conception of orthodoxy includes
a firm belief in God as the self-existent One, infinite in power and holiness underived, absolute
in the attributes and perfections of his personality. We believe that God created the world,
and that He made man in His own image, that
this image is essentially a spiritual image or
soul, a personality separate from that of God's,
personality in the power of choice and in character. We believe in God as the author of moral
government, and that wilful violation of moral
law is sin; that man has sinned, and that sin
has affected him with a moral taint that of himself he cannot eradicate; that by sin he is in a
state of moral and spiritual death, and that
spiritual life is his only through the power of
God operating on his moral nature as a result
of his personal faith in Christ, the divine Son of
God, as a substitutionary sacrifice for his transgressions. We believe that the Bible contains a
revelation of God, given to inform man concerning the nature of God, the nature of man and
his possibilities in the purpose of God through
the sacrifice of Christ.
This revelation was
made as a ground of knowledge and a basis of
faith. It is the all-sufficient rule of our faith
and practice, fully inspired and inerrant as
other books are not, and infallible as God himself.
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It is admitted of course that there remains
room for difference of opinion on numerous matters in the interpretation of the Scriptures and
our orthodoxy remain unimpaired. I might mention as illustrations of these the verbal inspiration of the Bible, the literal or figurative interpretation of various passages, the post-millennial or pre-millennial view of Christ's second
coming. But there can be no denial of the fact
that the Bible does not contain errors that are
more or less prevalent in all other books. The
orthodox believer then holds to the theistic conception of God, to the fact of sin, to the fact of
miracles, to the supernatural advent of Christianity into the world, and the vicarious atonement
of Christ as a sufficient satisfaction for sin.
These beliefs are the foundation of Christianity. They are the basis of personal religious experience and the promotion of public welfare. To
these beliefs, incorporated into the life of men,
and functioning as they always will when es-
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poused with sincerity and devotion, we owe the
religious life of hundreds of thousands of individuals scattered throughout the world, who can
testify to the reality of their experience in spiritual life with certainty and with power. To
these beliefs espoused by individuals, we owe
that great structure of the organized Christian
church, those great missionary enterprises to
less favored lands, those great charitable and
benevolent movements for the relief of the unfortunate, and great educational institutions founded and maintained for the dissemination of the
truths of Christianity and the training of those
who shall intelligently and efficiently serve the
cause of truth and righteousness in various fields
of labor. These beliefs are the cause of that
spirit of service and devotion that is behind and
underneath all these great movements. It is
the spirit of devotion to a Person that ever
prompts to sacrifice and service, and that person is God, known to us through Jesus Christ.
These beliefs are responsible for the improved
conditions in Christian lands. Even where espoused by a minority in communities these truths
have permeated and affected for good the whole
social life. Can liberalism, new thought, and
atheism under the specious forms and new names,
show such a record ? In the light of the achievements of the old faith and the manifest blight
that comes on individuals and society who accept
the fallacies of Liberalism, we may say with that
able exponent of Christian faith in the first century, positive as he was, and dogmatic, and liable to the charge of being unscientific and too insistent upon doctrine, "If any preach a different gospel from that which I have preached, let
him be accursed."
To make clear the radical divergence of opinion
between the adherents of modernism and those of
orthodoxy it may be well to refresh our minds by
referring to statements of those who espouse
the cause of the New Scholarship. The root of
the whole terrible situation is the denial of the
supernatural. God, Christ, man, their relations
and their experiences are reduced to the plane
of the natural. The conception of God as revealed to us in the Scriptures as the almighty
Creator, Preserver, and Director, of the universe
is exchanged for a conception of Him merely as
an energy which pervades nature. In this conception God is thought of as a world process, as
an imminent force or law of the universe. The
doctrine of the imminence of God is a comforting doctrine. God is not an absentee God. He
has not gone away on an infinitely prolonged
journey from the world which he has made. He
has not abandoned his offspring man on the cold
doorstep of fate. But the doctrine of divine imminence should not be permitted to obscure the
thought of God's personality. God and man have
each his own separate personality. Professor
Rauschenbusch has said that He is imminent in
humanity and Professor Royce is quoted as saying that the "content of all finite minds is included in God's own consciousness and will." The
divine is said by the Liberalists to be within and
organic with the human. A professor in one of
the western colleges refers to his personal religion as follows: "I worship God through
man. To know God is first to know man, and to
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know man is to worship the divinity in him. Man
is the best expression of deity, and so I bow reverently at his shrine." Rev. R. J. Campbell a
British theologian is quoted by Horsch in his
book, Modern Religious Liberalism, as saying
that God is the imminent spirit of the community, that God is the self of the universe. J. H.
Randall in his volume, "Christianity at the
Cross-roads," holds that "substance, reality,
spirit, God, are synonomous." Another, a prominent university president, states that "God is
the truth, virtue, and beauty of man, and the
real atheist is he who denies these attributes to
man." Professor Simon B. Patten says in his
book, Religion and the Modern Mind, that God
and the world are not distinct in kind. This is
the doctrine of God, in the teachings of modern
liberalism. To accept this doctrine, and to hold
with Professor G. B. Smith that "God is the
common Will of all living creatures," is to revive the ancient philosophy of naturalism. The
New Theology looks suspiciously like the old
pantheism. Modernism reduces itself to ancientry; would-be enlightment to crass obscurantism. God, in this view, is identified with
the world. Religion is a purely "human undertaking, humanly initiated and humanly consummated." To what profit may we accept this pantheistic God in place of the God of the Bible, who
is a God of personality as well as power, transcendent as well as imminent. Consistent liberalism is a philosophy which knows no moral distinctions, has no place for sin, and no need for
salvation. It may profess to be a religion but it
is a sham religion.
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Much is made in the seats of liberalism of religious democracy. "The principle of democracy,"
according to Professor Gates, quoting again from
Dr. Horsch, "arose first of all in the political
sphere, but it was found to be equally applicable
in the religious sphere." A popular public teacher has said, "Are we to go on regarding God as
an absolute monarch when the idea of absolute
monarchy has been discarded among men?" And
Dr. Cope, the late General Secretary of the Religious Education Association, in his book, Education for Democracy, describes religion as
"gradual emerging from the notion of a dictator deity to the leadership of a splendid Brother
in the great Human family." Thus the republic
of God is substitution for the Kingdom of God,
and God as King becomes God the President.
As a president becomes such by virtue of an
election by the people, religious democracy means
the rejection of God as an absolute sovereign, and
the acceptance in His place of one chosen by a
democratic electorate. "Democracy," says President McGiffert of Union Theological Seminary,
"demands a God with whom men may co-operate, not to whom they must submit." This obviously shifts religion to a human basis. It denies the ultimate authority of God as a moral
governor, denies authoritative revelation, and
makes no distinction in principle between saint
and sinner. Such a conception of God of course,
cannot command true reverence and worship..
And one liberalist has said that personally he
had gotten to the point where he regarded all
worship as idolatrous. And such it would be
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if God were simply a "comrade in the struggle
of the race." This social conception of religion
demands as President McGiffert says "the abandonment of the traditional notion of religion
and the recognition of it as a communial affair,
having to do with the salvation of the community, with the establishment of true liberty and
human brotherhood." The Bible according to
this view is a bulwark of autocracy, and a church
that holds to orthodox views belongs to a bygone regime rather than to an age of democracy.
Such teaching tends to destroy evangelical Christianity and such teaching is common in the colleges and seminaries of the day.
A denial of the supernatural reduces Christ of
course, to the status of a mere man. Dr. McGiffert says that He is no more divine than we are,
or than nature is. The doctrine of the virgin
birth is ridiculed. "Christ is made a bastard
and stained forever with the shame of a mother's
immorality." Conant in his book, Church
Schools and Evolution, quotes a magazine article on The Cosmic Coming of the Christ. It
shows Christ as related to the evolutionary process as follows: "First the little scum on the
warm stagnant water,, then the little colonies of
cells, the organisms, the green moss and lichen,
the beauty of vegetation, the movement of shell
fish, sponges, jelly fish, worms, crabs, trilobites,
centipedes, insects, fish, frogs, lizards, dinosaurs, reptile birds, birds, kangaroos, mastodons,
deer, apes, primitive man, cave man, man of the
stone age, of earliest history, Abraham's migration, the Exodus, the development of Jewish
religious life and the climax in the purest of
maidens, Mary of Nazareth. The hour had come
for the dawn of a new day, and the light of that
new day was the birth of Jesus. The eternal
purpose of the ages was now to be made clear,
and the long, long aeons of creation explained."
Christ is made to be divine as all men are divine, and His incarnation does not differ from
God's incarnation in all men. Christ came in
the process of natural law. He is a product of
evolution. His appearance in this world did not
arise as occasioned by sin. If there is no sin
then there could be no need of a Savior. Professor Sellars of the University of Michigan in
his book, The Next Step in Religion, is an exponent of this view. He says, "To speak of. Jesus as ideally perfect and sinless, is, absurd. He
was not the Messiah for the simple reason that
there is no such person. He was not the Messiah any more than Mohammed Ahmend was the
Mahdi. The Gospels must be rid of their fairystory accompaniments. Christianity was not the
creation of a single man, but the flowering out of
religious mythology." The miracles of Jesus
are in consequence denied, and consistency requires that his words regarding himself and his
professed deity be considered unreliable. The
most radical liberals insist that as a man He
'must at times have found himself in opposition
to the will of God. Others to save him to sarve
some good purpose as an example to men, hesitate
to charge him with sin, but declare that when
he attributed to himself divine powers and pre'rogatives, it indicates that he must have been
suffering from mental derangement. To what
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depths are the liberalists fallen in the name of
logic.
One of the strongest facts in the world today
is the fact of sin. An appeal to experience evokes
testimony to the fact of sin and the guilt of
sin. God's treatment of sin is drastic and
thorough. He proposes to forgive past transgressions, take away the guilt from the pardoned sinner, to destroy the power of sin in his
life, and cancel the penalty imposed. He someway does this by imposing upon himself a sacrifice in the death of His Son. That is God's way
of dealing, with sin. Christ is made a substitutionary sacrifice. But our liberalists deny the
doctrines of the Bible at this point and substitute the doctrine of moral influence. They say we
are not saved from sin by the sacrifice of Himself unto death, but are stimulated in the evolutionary process by the influence of His life.
Christ becomes not an object of faith, but merely an example for faith.
Sin is incompatible with the theory of evolution. There is no place for sin in the modernists'
teaching of the imminence of God. One says,
"if God alone is and everything is God, i. e., if
everything is an expression of an imminent God,
vice is as divine as virtue, sin has no meaning
and goodness no worth." If our thoughts are
thoughts of God, and all events are acts of God,
then our evil desires and purposes, are purposes
and desires of God and all our sinful deeds are
deeds of God. Dr. R. J. Campbell, quoted above,
goes on to say on the value of sin: "Sin itself
is a quest for God—a blundering quest, but a
quest for all that. The man who got dead drunk
last night did so because of the impulse within
him to break through the barriers of his limitations—to express himself and realize the more
abundant life. His self-indulgence just come to
that; he would if only for a brief hour, to live
the larger life, to expand the soul, to enter untrodden regions, and gather to himself new experiences. That debauch was a quest for life—a
quest for God. Men in their sinful follies today,
their trampling upon things that are beautiful
and good, are engaged in this dim and blundering quest for God, whom to know is life eternal."
If, in these bold days, some lewd fellows of the
baser sort, rudely fall upon the reverend brother,
who is disposed so beautifully to palliate transgression both of the laws of man and of God,
and separate him from his wallet, or breaking into his house strangle his wife and rape his
daughter, he must calm his ruffled spirit and remind himself that their acts were occasioned by
a desire on their part to express themselves and
to realize the more adundant life. They wished
to expand the soul, to enter untrodden regions
and gather new experiences. Their impolite conduct was a quest for God—a blundering quest,
but a quest for all that.
In depriving God of absolute authority Liberalism cuts away the foundations of true religion. Religion has been defined by James Martineau as "belief in an ever-living God, that is, a
divine mind and will ruling the world and holding
moral relations with mankind." Religian requires a recognition of God as absolute in the moral
government of the world. Ellwood has said truly
that a religionless world would be one in which
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there were no absolute values. Such a world
would be a social world of uncertainties, destitute of enthusiasm and vision, reduced to the
dead level of individual experience. Modernism
would deny to God absolute authority in morality, and look for it in the individual—his reason, his feelings, his instincts. This exchange
makes vital religion an impossibility . This individualization of morals ends in social confusion
and the death of civilization.
The leaders of the French Revolution made the
effort to found a state without God and the sanctions of religion, and) they were soon brought to
admit in their utter discomfiture and defeat that
if God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent Him. Thus without an absolute God there
can be no religion, and without religion there
can be no true morality. We look in vain to force
as a support to morality, we find science inadequate to solve the problems of morality, mere
social ideals do not furnish sufficient incentives
to moral progress. We find morality and moral
progress, if we find them at all, in the religion
that begets loyalty to a personal God, and enthusiasm in making objective in this world His
great eternal purposes. We need an absolute
God as the center of vital religion, as the creator
of moral standards, as the fountain head of moral
force which overcomes all obstacles in the realization of moral ends.
This doctrine of finding ultimate moral values
in the individual has characterized the teaching
of ethics in many colleges during the past halfcentury, and there are thoughtful men who see
its effects in the growing immorality of the
times. Germany sowed to the wind and reaped
the whirlwind. Russia is trying to found a civilization without a recognition of divine authority, and the result is moral confusion that will
end in social disaster.
This teaching reports in the tendencies in literature. One
recognized tendency is toward a denial of the existence of God, another is the denial of all restraints in sex relations. Individual liberty and
personal freedom are the watch words. Professor
Athearn says that crime has increased during
the last fifty years four hundred per cent. Recent statistics report divorces are increasing in
the United States in every state but one. Murder and bank robberies are commonplace. Human
life has become so cheapened that men murder
their fellowmen for the thrill they get out of
it. Society without a recognition of God and
His moral law is adrift, without chart or rudder.
The new religion may be judged by present day
morality.
Again, false views of God lead to false views
of man. The New Theology is matched by the
New Psychology. The New Theology made God
one with the cosmic process; the New Psychology
makes man a part of the same world order. Personality in both God and man is denied. In the
case of man the materialistic psychologists reduce his mental life to external behaviour, a
mechanical adjustment between the organism and
his environment, a mere bundle of sensations.
Modern Psychology does not think of personality
as existing in unity and identity, a persistent
soul back of its mental states. All psychic life
is said to be an interplay between fundamental
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instincts, chief among which are the herd and the
sex instinct. The moral law has no absolute
validity. It is the rule of the herd, based on
pure expediency. Marriage is not ordained of
God, but a convenience based on herd or sex instincts. Conversion is due, as Crabb reports the
position in his book, Psychology's Challenge to
Christianity, to the emergence of the social conX sciousness through the idea of sex. It is unscientific to suppose that religious nature is implanted. Conversion is brought about by education so that the innate divine tendencies in the
For the next 30 days •»< child mind may be developed in consciousness. If
man is a product of a natural evolutionary proonly or up to
cess which is mechanical and automatic, human
responsibility is non-existent, sin becomes mereA
ly an offense against society, and total depravY
ity a doctrine opposed to the fact of consciousness and experience.
The doctrine of; evolution identifies man with
the course of nature. The result of this has
we will give
X been confusion in thinking and immorality in
X. practice. Professor S. P. Sherman is quoted as
Y
T
saying, "The great task of the nineteenth century thinkers, was to put man into nature, the
great task of twentieth century thinkers is to
get
him out again—somehow to break the spell
*
of these magically seductive crys, 'Follow nature,' 'Trust your instincts,' 'Back to nature.'
We have trusted to our instincts long enough to
sound the depths of their treacherousness. We
have followed nature to the last ditch and ditch
water. In these days when the educator, reY
turning from the dog kennel with the treatise on
% educational behavior, thinks he has a real clue
Y
Y
•
the education of children; when the criminalogfY to
ist with a handful of cranial measurements imY
agines that he has solved the problem of evil;
when the clergyman discovers the ethics of the
!
spirit by meditating upon the phagocytes in the
blcod; when the novelist returning from the zoological gardens wishes to revise the relations of
the sexes so as to satisfy the average man's natural craving for- three wives; when the statesY
If you do not have
man, after due reflection on the 'survival of the
X. fittest' feels justified in devouring his neighbors—
X.
Y
X
Y a copy of our catalog X, in the presence of these appeals to nature, we
Y
may wisely welcome any indication of a counter
X
Y
revolution."
&
X.
Now we charge this liberalistic movement as
Y
being an offense against sound education, as it
! is an offense against the Christian religion. Many
ft
instructors occupy chairs of influence and auY
Y
thority in our colleges who in their professed deY
votion to science destroy in their students their
we will gladly mail
faith in God and the Bible. The theory of evolution furnishes the opportunity. But educaX. you one.
A tors ought-to feel an obligation to recognize and
reverence facts. The theory of evolution may
Y serve a purpose as an hypothesis, but teachers
should distinguish between facts and hypotheses.
!
Our evolutionist professors in failing to make
Y
:Y E. V. PUBLISHING
this discrimination soon find themselves at variance with the teachings of the Bible. But they
HOUSE
go on their professedly scientific way and later
find that they have denied the inspiration and
Nappanee, Indiana
authority of the Bible, denied the doctrine of sin,
and human responsibility, denied the doctrines of ,
A
the virgin birth and the deity of Jesus Christ and
have denied the necessity of the atonement ani
•X~X~X~X~X"X«X~X~X*<
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even finally the holiness and authority of God
Himself.
But the Bible is consistent with itself. Obedience to its authoritative demands brings light and
life, moral and physical well being and a new
spiritual experience. It is incumbent upon the
teacher to know these moral precepts and to
speak to his class, with a voice of authority. But
too many modern professors say, "Not so, we
must not impose beliefs upon young people; they
must be given the forward look, and the desire to construct a world." But is it not scientific to insist upon a body of moral truth, which
shall be as authoritative in their thinking and
action as a body of mathematical or biological
truth. As if, Professor Coe, we should say, "We
must give our students in mathematics a forward
look, and a desire to construct a world, and not
insist upon the multiplication table and the
axioms of mathematics." A knowledge of these
fundamental principles, to which they could refer or appeal as authoritative would contribute
it would seem, to their capacity for the forward
look and the desire to construct a world. By all
means give them the facts of Christianity, and
the bulwarks of fundamental Christian truth, to
the end that the student may construct a world
in which he may live in communion with God, and
find in His service the strongest motives for conduct, and the deepest satisfactions of his life.
I would say then, that instead of going back
to nature and to our animal instincts, it would
be more fitting to insist that we go back to the
Bible, and the Apostles' Creed. I would plead
for a return to the old faith in the eternal verities of God and Christian experience. I would
plead for a religion that is more than an enthusiastic devotion to art or culture or science, a religion which involves a glad loyalty to the absolute and eternal God, and a life of active devotion in the field of God's eternal purposes.
Such a religion is needed to lift the world to higher planes. Are there social woes, and a social
gospel? Who will preach it like him, whose individual eyes have seen these woes in the light of
God's eternal truth. Who goes forth in the defense of the truth, like him who is filled with the
Spirit of truth? Who goes to the ends of the
earth to labor in toil and sacrifice like him who
is energized by the spirit of Jesus, who came not
to be ministered unto but to minister, and even
to give His life.
The old scepticism was a scepticism of open
and'avowed hostility to the facts and truths of
the Bible. Much of the modern scepticism among
the intellectual leaders is a professed acceptance
of the authority of the Bible and Christian orthodoxy, but they accept the Bible insisting that each
generation must interpret for itself the facts and
truths. Professor Machen has well expressed the
method which is in too common use, in a reeent
paper read at a Conference of Biblical Instructors. He illustrates this method of interpretation
as follows: " 'What does six times nine make?' I
am asked. 'Six nines are fifty-four,' I replied.
'Where have you been living?' he says, 'That is
the old answer to the question! 'Why,' I say, 'that
stands in the multiplication table. Do you not
accept the multiplication table,' 'Oh, yes,' says my
modern friend. 'Of course I accept the multipli-
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cation table, but then I do not take a static view
of the multiplication table; every generation must
interpret the multiplication table in its own way.
And so of course I accept the proposition that
six nines are fifty-four, but I interpret that to
mean that six nines are one hundred and seventeen.' " And by the same reasoning the historical statement that the Declaration of Independence was adopted at Philadelphia, may be interpreted to mean that it was adopted at San
Francisco. And again a statement that "on the
third day Jesus rose again from the dead," may
be interpreted by this generation to mean that
he did not rise from the dead. It is unfortunate
that college professors and theologians who have
adopted this method of dealing with historical
statements do not abandon their pulpits in evangelical churches and their chairs in colleges
founded by Christian denominations, and openly
declare themselves as infidels and enemies of the
Christian church.
The conflict between orthodoxy and liberalism
is plainly upon us. The lines are becoming drawn.
The forces of liberalism are aggressive and active. A liberal writer in the Hibbert Journal
declares that the liberals must stand together and
carry their cause to victory. "The mind of the
American people," he says, "so immense, various,
and vital cannot be imprisoned." On the other
hand the adherents of orthodoxy must be no less
determined, no less active.
What can this convention do? First, we can
reiterate the fundamental principles of Christianity and reaffirm our loyalty thereto. Second, we
can fortify in our minds the proposition that
truth is a unit, and that there is no real conflict
between true science and religion. Third, we can
make a beginning of an organization of the
forces of orthodoxy in our colleges, and lift up
our collective voice in behalf of distinctively
Christian Education. Fourth, we can take steps
to conserve our position by the preparation of
text books based upon facts. And fifth, we may
resolve to pray that the truth may be made manifest, and that the institutions which we represent may be truly Christian institutions, and that
our professors and students may be humble followers of Him who declared Himself to be the
truth, and that they may live constantly in the
life of the Holy Spirit, who after all is a great
conservator of orthodoxy.

Continued from page 11.
puts the beauty of the Lord our God
upon us, then He can indeed say,
"My fair one." Let Him do all this
for you.
Rise up and come away from all
that pollutes and separates you from
Him. Though you have lines among
the pots, yet when you come to the
light that is come so close to you, yet
shall ye be as the wings of a dove
covered with silver, shining and
gleaming as you rise and come away.
"Rise, He calleth you!" Come away.
Selected by Adda G. Wolgemuth,
Mt. Joy, Pa.

